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December 15, 1994
3F1294-19

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

Subject: Licensee Event Report (LER) 94-011-00

Dear Sir: .

Attached is Licensee Event Report (LER) 94-011-00 which is submitted in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.73.

Sincerely,

HWY
G. L. oldt
Vice President
Nuclear Production

GL8/JAF:ff

Attachment

xc: Regional Administrator, Region II
Project Manager, NRR
Senior Resident Inspector
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On November 15, 1994, Florida Power Corporation's (FPC) Crystal River Unit 3
(CR-3) was in MODE ONE (POWER OPERATION), operating at 100% reactor power and
generating 880 megawatts. Technical Specification (TS) Surveillance Requirement
3.6.6.1 requires that each unsecured reactor building spray valve in the flow
path and the first normally closed valve in each branch line be verified in its
correct position every 31 days. The procedure (SP-347) used the Main Control
Board position indication lights to verify BSV-ll and BSV-12. CR-3 personnel
had previously completed a modification to permanently close, remove power from, .

and electrically disconnect valves BSV-11 and BSV-12. When completed all )control room indication was also eliminated, however the surveillance
requirement was not revised. Subsequently, whenever SP-347 was performed, a
notation was written in the procedure records that stated the valve indications
had been removed.

1

On November 2, 1994 a Temporary Procedure Change (TPC) was written to remove
BSV-ll and BSV-12 from SP-347. Subsequent review of the TPC change request
determined that TS 3.6.6.1 had been violated for failure to perform a required
surveillance within the specified frequency. The primary cause of this event

iwas personnel error. Corrective actions include advising operations personnel
on lessons learned, and revising the applicable procedure and TS Bases.
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EVENT DESCRIPTION:

On November 15, 1994, Florida Power Corporation . sFPC) Crystal River Unit 3 (CR-3)
was in MODE ONE (POWER OPERATION), operating at 100% raactor power and generating
880 megawatts. At 1420, FPC personnel determined that CR-3 had violated Technical
Specification (TS) 3.6.6.1 Surveillance Requirement for failure to perform a
required surveillance.

On March 13,1993, CR-3 personnel completed a work request to permanently close,
remove power from, and electrically disconnect BSV-11 and BSV-12 [BE,20], as part <

of a plant modification to convert from the use of Sodium Hydroxide (Na0H) from a !

storage tank (BST-1) [BE,TK) to Trisodium Phosphate Dodecahydrate (TSP-C) located |
in storage baskets located within the Reactor Building (RB) [NH]. This chemical I

is utilized in pH control of water in the RB emergency sump following a Design
Basis Accident. ;

1

'

BSV-11 and BSV-12 are the first normally closed valves in branch lines in the
Building Spray System flow path (see Figure 1), and lead to BST-1. TS 3.6.6.1
requires that each RB spray manual, power operated, and automatic valve in the flow
path that is not locked, sealed or otherwise secured in position be verified in the
correct position every 31 days. The bases for this TS includes valves in the main
flow path and the first normally closed valve in each branch line.

Surveillance procedure, ECCS and Boration Systems Flowpath (SP-347), is used to i

verify BSV-11 and BSV-12 position. Main Control Board (MCB) position indication |
lights at the valve control switches had been used for valve position verification. |
Upon power removal, the MCB indication for BSV-11 and BSV-12 was eliminated,
however the surveillance requirement was not revised. The valves had handwheel
operators and were not locked in place. The Engineered Safeguards (ES) indication
in the Control Room had not been disabled, continued to provide valve indication
for BSV-11 and BSV-12, and was used to satisfy the surveillance requirements of SP-

i

347. |

|

In July 1994, following additional work completed during the Refuelling outage, the
ES indication for BSV-11 and BSV-12 was disabled and when SP-347 was subsequently |

performed, a notation was written in the procedure records that stated the valves
had been removed from Engineered Safeguards (ES) status indication, implying
position verification was no longer required. Further, the operators recognized '

the isolation function was accomplished by check and sealed closed valves in the I

same branch lines (BSV-150, BSV-151, BSV-99 & BSV-100). |

On November 2, 1994 a Temporary Procedure Change was written by operations
personnel, to remove BSV-11 and BSV-12 from the monthly surveillance schedule of
SP-347. They failed to recognize that the surveillance requirements for BSV-11 and
BSV-12 remained in effect as the first normally closed valves even though BSV-99
and BSV-100 [BE,ISV) were sealed closed. Their understanding was that BSV-99 and
BSV-100, which are sealed closed, were now the bounding valves. Subsequent review
of the Temporary Procedure Change "e>uest determined that TS 3.6.6.1 had been
viclated for failure to perform a rsquiced surveillance.

NRC rorm 388A (6-69)
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This report is submitted in accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B).

EVENT EVALUATION )
,

The RB Spray System has no normal duty function, but serves only in an Emergency {Safeguards capacity. A high RB pressure signal of 30 pounds per square inch gauge !

(psig) actuates RB Spray operation via the Engineered Safeguards (ES) system. As I

part of the ES system, in the event of a major Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA), the
system sprays borated water into the RB atmosphere to reduce post-accident energy.
When in long-term circulation mode, the system draws from the RB sump.

l

Since BST-1 and the associated piping and valves have been replaced by the TSP-C
system, TS 3.6.6.1 Surveillance Requirement functions only to ensure a flow

iboundary for the RB Spray System Actuation. Check valves BSV-150 and BSV-151,
located between BSV-11 and BSV-12, respectively, and the associated RB spray pump

1

1

suction line, would function as a boundary on RB Spray System actuation.
Additionally, BSV-99 and BSV-100 immediately downstream from BSV-11 and BSV-12 I

,

respectively are sealad closed and position verified quarterly via the !Locked / Sealed Valve Check 8.ist [ Position Verification of Locked / Sealed Valves]
(SP-381). ,

l

Therefore, the integrity of the flow boundary in branch lines downstream from the l
|

RB Spray lines was always mtintained. This event did not comprcmise the health and
safety of the general publ,c.

|1
CAU_S.1

The pri.nar" "ause of this event was a personnel error resulting in a procedure
de fi c Nr.cy. SP-347 was not revised during the modification review process prior ,

i

to installation.

When the TSP-C modification was implemented, the function of BSV-11 and BSV-12
changed, SP-347 should have been revised to move the valves from the MCB section
to the Decay Heat Pit section. When all remote indications in the Control Room
were disabled FPC personnel failed to recognize the need to revise SP-347.
Operations understood that BSV-99 and BSV-100, which are sealed closed, were now
the bounding valves. Therefore, the procedure Interpretation Contact was not
notified that the indications were disabled, and that the procedure could not be
performed as written.

A secondary cause was personnel error for inappropriate procedure performance,
Operations personnel failed to secure procedure clarification when the procedure

s

could not be performed as written. ;

'

A contributing factor to this event was the misinterpretation of TS 3.6.6.1
Surveillance Requirement for branch lines by FPC personnel.

|
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- CORRECTIVE ACTION |_

|

Corrective actions for this event include the following:

1. The surveillance for BSV-11 and BSV-12 was performed by verifying valve
position locally at each valve;

2. Operators who performed this procedure in the manner described by this
report will be counselled. The Operations Manger will discuss this
issue with all other licensed operators. Lessons learned will also b:
communicated by a Study Book entry.

3. SP-347 is being revised to move the surveillance requirement for BSV-Il
and BSV-12 from the "MCB" section of the procedure to the Decay Heat
Pit section; and

4. FPC intends to revise the TS Bases to credit certain unique
configurations similar to those identified in this event.

Since this event is similar in nature to that of a previously reported event (LER
94-004-00, dated August 17, 1994), one of the corrective actions to prevent ;

recurrence developed for that event is also applicable to this event. Since the |
modification review for the current event occurred prior to implementation of the
corrective actions for LER 94-004-00, the corrective action was not in place to
prevent this event, but is expected to prevent future m urrence. I

The corrective action implemented by LER 94-004-00 and applicable to this event
follows:

5. A standardized MAR (Modification Approval Record) and FCN (Field Change
Notice) review program has been included in the Systems Engineering
Manual. This process documents the method in which engineering '

personnel review MAR /FCN documents to assure affected procedures are
identified for revision.

PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS

There have been five previous reportable events involving the Reactor Building
Spray System.

ATTACHMENT

Figure 1 illustrates a partial RB Spray System Flow Diagram.

1
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ATTACHMENT I

FIGURE 1

NaOH STORAGE
OST 1 TANK

(obsolete)

BSV 21

BSV 99 BSV-100
SEALED CLOSED SEALED CLOSE.0

BSV-11 BSV-12
CLO5ED 6 DISCONNECTED CLO8ED & Ol3 CONNECTED

BSV-150 BSV-151

TO RB BSV 5
RD SPRAY PUMP 3BSPRAY FROM DECAY HEAT

N0ZZLES BSV 6 PUMP SUCTION HEADER

C

RB SPRAY PUMP 3A

PARTIAL RB SPRAY FLOW DIAGRAM
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